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OPIUM AND ‘DEVELOPMENT’
IN MYANMAR: THE POLITICAL 
ECONOMY OF A RESURGENT CROP

However, this narrative is based on an idealized 
vision of Myanmar’s transition that rarely re�ects 
upon the kind of “peace” and “development” that is 
materialising across the country’s borderlands. 
Indeed, Myanmar’s rising drug production over the 
last decade has been driven by an increase in 
poppy cultivation in stable areas of Shan State, 
complicating the con�ation of opium and insurgency 
common to many narratives of Myanmar’s illegal 
drug trade. 

Understanding what drives drug production in 
Myanmar requires examining how the drug 
economy has become embedded within processes 
of economic development as well as underdevelop-
ment over the past twenty years, and how drugs 
are embedded within emerging governance 
structures in areas under state control, as well as 
remaining a part of the borderland war economy. 
The vast majority of farmers who cultivate poppy 
across Shan state do so as a way to alleviate poverty. 
Farmers emphasize the consistent demand for 
opium and its reliability as a cash crop. Whilst 
farm-gate prices do �uctuate, farmers know there 
will always be buyers, a situation which has been 
enhanced by incessant global demand for drugs 
and eradication drives in neighboring China, 
Thailand and Laos over the previous half century. 

Myanmar is the second largest producer of illegal 
opium in the world after Afghanistan. Most of the 
country’s drug crop is produced by poor farmers in 
upland areas of Shan State close to China, Thailand 
and Laos. For much of Myanmar’s post-colonial 
history, Shan State has been engulfed in a protracted 
war between an array of ethnic armed groups 
�ghting against the central government.
Today Shan State is the source of over 95% of opium 
in Southeast Asia, the majority of which is converted 
into heroin within the country’s borders. Although 
most of the country’s heroin is tra�cked into 
neighboring China, where demand for the drug has 
risen dramatically over the past three decades, rising 
drug addiction has also had a devastating impact 
upon communities throughout Myanmar.  

The drug economy across Shan State has typically 
been blamed for the region’s violent con�icts, under-
development and lawlessness. Opium production is 
perceived to �ourish in regions beyond state control 
and in areas excluded from processes of economic 
development and integration. The spate of reforms 
initiated in Myanmar since 2010 have been hailed as 
o�ering renewed opportunities to stem the �ow of 
illegal drugs emanating from the country’s border 
regions. 

A farmer tends to the tea crop in southern Shan State, 2016. Tea prices have fallen significantly in recent years, encouraging 
some farmers to grow opium instead.                                                           Source: Patrick Meehan 
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